
Training aboard experience 

 

 Growing up as a young judoka in Hawaii was always great but waiting every year 

for summer to roll around was better, no I wasn’t waiting for school to end I was waiting 

for the Annual Tokai Judo Camp, I was always excited to see who from the Japanese team 

came this year, or the Swiss, and Canadians. Now to think that it was my turn to travel to 

another countries and be the visiting team.  

  

Japan, many hopeful judoka’s dream of training there, but I lived that dream July 

of 2009 my life was forever changed and I will remember it for the rest of my life. 

Arriving in Japan I was so eager and nervous of what was about to come. This trip has 

given me so many opportunities now and in the future, such as being able to participate in 

the Tokai Olympics. We were only the second team outside of the Tokai system to be 

invited to fight. I felt Honored to be able to be apart of something so historic . I was able to 

win one of my two matches by a yuko.  

 



Apart from being able to fight in such  a great tournament, I also got to train 

everyday with only the best,  our practices were very intense, very grueling, but also tons 

of fun. I had really enjoyed all aspects of training, minus a few bruises here and there. I  

am also thankful for all the sensei’s, now I’m able to go back to my club and teach all our 

judoka’s better because they were all so generous with their knowledge & always taught 

us something new.  

  

 Being Half Japanese I was so excited to see where my family had come from and 

experience their culture and lifestyle. I feel so much closer, and more proud of my 

heritage.  

 



Everything about Japan was adventurous, the people, the places, and the food. 

Now the food was my most favorite part of our whole stay there is no comparison to the 

food in Hawaii. Everything in Japan was so delicious, and affordable, which wasn’t to 

great for some because they still had to make weight for the tournament.  

      

    

 Another Great opportunity about Japan was being able to make many friends from 

all around the world. I ’ve made Countless amount of friend from Japan,  and also one from 

New York, one from South Africa, and two from United Kingdom. Making new friends was 

great but seeing old friends was to, seeing a longtime family friend like Sensei Yamag uchi 



was awesome, and brought back past memories of all our Hawaii Tokai Camps, that I wish 

we still had.  

 

 This Japan Trip will live on with me forever. I will tell all my future kids and grand 

kids about my training in Japan, like my dad told us about h is training in Japan when he 

was in high school. Japan was unbelievably fun, and I hope I can come back soon.  

 

  Sincerely,  

   Royce Sueo Mori 


